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Note from the Editor

good day for a landslide
Howie Good

The worst problem isn’t the cold or the mud, but the insistent longing. 
Clouds mope about. Babushkas drink a fifth a day. My heart swims 
around like a goldfish in a clear plastic bag. It isn’t true that an angel 
appeared one morning with an announcement. I can’t remember now 
why I ever thought it was. In this country, you can easily become the 
sort of person you never wanted to be, broken statuary along your path, 
a secret hiding place just ahead, schoolgirls whispering behind their 
hands.

The first issue of Tendril was largely a solitary endeavor.  The final 
product, Tendril Literary Magazine’s first issue, is worth every late 
night.  I thank every published contributor, everyone who sub-
mitted work, and all those who will in the future.  I look forward 
to chosing my editorial team in the next few weeks and starting 
work on Issue 2|Fall.
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Labyrinth
Mitchell Grabois

The staff at Labyrinthine Audiology Inc
are a withdrawn bunch
nap in fetal positions in their offices
emerge blinking
staring with crusty eyes
as if they’d never seen each other
instead of having grown up together 

in the Neighborhood
under the influence of the Yankees
Rheingold Beer
16 millimeter film
Abbott and Costello Meet Frankenstein

All those memories merged with their dreams and 
nightmares,
they no longer even recognize themselves

Old women sit uncomfortably in their 
waiting room
scanning their surroundings with 
scared polaroid eyes
not knowing if anyone is talking to them
or calling them

Aural tones line up like constellations
in the deep night of the Everglades
as pythons, released pets
conspire about which continents to take over
and whether they will speak Spanish 
or Portuguese

Two Short Poems
Glenn Halak

A ripe plum falling down.
Smoke blossoms in the sky.

Suddenly the sound of wings,
a bell breaking

into rain.
The suicide fills her mouth

with powder burns.
Your finger twitches

but you don’t know why.

Walking past a monument for the last elephant
a woman smells of a seaside pool.
On a lawn of manufactured green grass
ants have swarmed her sandwhich.
Waves lift the horizon onto their shoulders
while a father screams for a little boy.
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Phuture Baby
Kyle Hemmings

Zin wants a dancing baby. She wants a baby who will kick & snap his 
fingers at the maternity nurse with mask & trace of eye shadow. She 
wants a baby who will stomp or pimp walk right out of the womb. If 

it’s a girl baby, she will do a boogie down--step, step, fall & hold for 2 
counts. She will have spider-hands, fingers spread, & crazy legs. Zin 

won’t care who the father is. She’ll get impregnated crowd surfing at a 
rock concert or after a reckless techno dance with a gabber. She’ll be 

impregnated at the bottom of a mosh pit bouncing from one body to 
another. There will be more dancing babies than rabbits. There will be 

more carrots than cigarettes. Dancers will mime their second-hand 
smoke stricken lives with the intensity of a Ninjinsky. Or Zin will sleep 

with an old gentleman who claims he was once married to Ginger Rog-
ers for three whole days & he still wears suspenders. It’s not important. 

What’s important is that she will have a dancing baby. What’s important 
is that she must save this world from being a casualty of still life.

Reaction
Frederick Pollack

Statues climb down from their pedestals
and occupy palaces.  Tourists flee –
not from overt shows of violence;
merely afraid of all that lumbering marble.
Nymphs, Nereids, Neptunes,
obscure dauphins and saints, Hercules, Jupiters,
Dianas and generic warriors
gaze from the Hall of Mirrors and its imitations
across the lawns their weight has somewhat mangled
at the Chiemsee, highways, banks or bois
around their various Hofs and Belvederes.
Security cams, still on, reveal
how flaking travertine and pitted bronze
in those vast gilded chambers heal,
though eyes remain … marmoreal. 
Beneath our level of hearing,
endearments, epigrams, refinements rumble.
Even Silenus is tasteful, Pan endearing; 
and, in a stone salon at Potsdam,
discussion tends with glacial wit
towards Neoplatonism … Beyond
the yellow tape, the riot shields
and tanks, i.e., among the humans,
morale, however, sinks.  A nameless
official wonders why it is that only
the thugs and hags who slap the heads
of their crying offspring genuinely seem
enraged.  They scream at the battlements, 
Do you think you’re better than us? …
And how shall we resolve it – with a thousand
Lenins marching from Siberian cowsheds?
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Peel
Corey Mesler

I wrote this poem on an apple peel.  My love removed it as carefully as 
one puts away winter sweaters.  The flesh she exposed was white, an 
opening moon.  My love handed me the tender fruit and we sat and 
together we ate until we were wordless, so in silence we slipped under 
the darkness that finishes the day.

Sting/Penetrate & Sting Again
Tara Abrahams

The wasp invades the strawberry in a frenzy with limbs flailing as 
sugary sweet-water drips over electric yellow body, humming like a 

fan spent on summer days overhead. Joined by brothers as thick and 
thin-waisted as he the wasp purveys his bloody fruit-prey and flicks 

antenna. Palm smash and stingers erect, flay this kill with a plastic 
swatter or leave it and be fascinatingly disgusted. I once thought that 

wasps were ugly until I burrowed deep myself. Strawberry sweet-water 
drip drip dripping down needle-thin legs and yellow flesh. The ugliness 

comes from the thought of the others doing the very same and tasting 
the very same and tonguing and stinging and biting through the very 

same. I am selfish. Wasp is selfish. Wasp will fight when aroused or 
when angered or whenever it so wishes because wasp always wins. Pen-

etrate thought or sting through yellow-freckled strawberry flesh. I will 
not forget the alluring scent of sweet-water blood that awoke the insect 

instinct in me.
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Tickets
Daniel Romo

She apologizes and offers me a kidney.
I shake my head and she deems disbelief for disgust.
“Do you know how much I could get for one 
on the black market?”
I don’t know how much she could get for one 
on the black market,
but I wear a fake Rolex I bought 
for a hundred bucks.
“At least ten grand. 
And maybe a first-born child.”

We stroll through the carnival at night.
Shimmering lights shine through us as if
clinically examining our worst intentions.

I want to ask her if the procedure 
was more painful than the decision,
if his hands were as cold 
as I imagined them to be,
if things would’ve been different 
if I were there.

We stop and stare at our reflections in the funhouse mirror.
My legs have eaten the rest of my body. 
She rubs her belly which resembles a gutted ferris wheel,   
bites into cotton candy and whispers,
“Colder.”

Score
Scott Hammer

the film was about 
darkened minutes 

don’t torture me 
 minutes are darkening 

the way to be frozen
in the dark of the film 

 frozen music cannot      be translated from 
 tongue to tongue 

are you my father 

 music plays    don’t 

 stomachache smoke rises 

the film was a polyphonic
finger 

 it was the other other 
duckling   

torture me 
lick the skull lining 

 all in a row 
 eat it 

 lifelong fathers frozen 
organ music 

 in the house where 
 you were watching burn 

 lightens the minutes until

our bodies are tired 
but why die
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Contributor Bios

Corey Mesler has published in numerous journals and anthologies. 
He has published 7 novels, 3 full length poetry collections, and 3 books 
of short stories. He has also published a dozen chapbooks of both poet-
ry and prose. He has been nominated for the Pushcart Prize numerous 
times, and two of his poems were chosen for Garrison Keillor’s Writer’s 
Almanac. His fiction has received praise from John Grisham, Robert 
Olen Butler, Lee Smith, Frederick Barthelme, Greil Marcus, among 
others. With his wife, he runs Burke’s Book Store in Memphis, TN. He 
can be found at www.coreymesler.wordpress.com.

Daniel Romo is the author of When Kerosene’s Involved (Black Cof-
fee Press, 2013) and Romancing Gravity (Silver Birch Press, 2013).  His 
poetry can be found in the Los Angeles Review, Gargoyle, MiPOesias, 
Hobart, and elsewhere. He teaches creative writing and lives in Long 
Beach, CA. More of his writing can be found at danielromo.net.

Fred Pollack is the author of two book-length narrative poems, THE 
ADVENTURE and HAPPINESS, both published by Story Line Press.  
He has other poems in print and online journals.  He is an adjunct pro-
fessor of creative writing at George Washington University.

Glenn Halak has had a book of poems published by an online pub-
lisher –writerswebpress- back in 1998 and has had poems published 
over the years. Three children’s books, some plays produced and lately 
two one-acts published, some short fiction as well, are out in the world. 
He has had many shows of his paintings.

Howie Good, a journalism professor at SUNY New Paltz, is the au-
thor of the forthcoming chapbooks The Complete Absence of Twilight 
(Mad Hat Press), Danger Falling Debris (Red Bird Chapbooks), and An 
Armed Man Lurks in Ambush (unbound CONTENT).

Kyle Hemmings is the author of several chapbooks of poetry and 
prose: Avenue C, Cat People, and Anime Junkie (Scars Publications), 
and Tokyo Girls in Science Fiction (NAP). His latest e-books are You 
Never Die in Wholes from Good Story Press and The Truth about 
Onions from Good Samaritan.  His latest collection of prose/poetry is 
Void & Sky from Outskirt Press. 

Mitchell Krochmalnik Grabois was born in the Bronx and now 
lives in Denver. His short fiction and poetry appears in close to two 
hundred literary magazines. He has twice been nominated for a Push-
cart Prize. His novel, Two-Headed Dog, is available for all e-readers for 
99 cents. A print edition is also available through Amazon. 

Scott Hammer is the author off the poetry chapbook Mock Draw. 
His writing has been featured in or is forthcoming from Rye House 
Press, Vector Press, ILK, NAP, La Petite Zine, Noo Weekly, HTMLGI-
ANT and others. Follow at http://scotthammer.tumblr.com.

Tara Abrahams is currently studying English and philosophy at the 
University of Toronto. She writes almost as often as she bird-watches. 
Her work has been featured in Paper Darts, Thistle, The Pulp Zine, and 
more. Find more of her musings and poetic attempts at http://deer-
throat.tumblr.com.

Artist Statement: Jan Schnurr
I am interested in the notion of human and nature’s fragility, in partic-
ular its application to women. My work is an open exploration of how 
time effects our bodies making some women very fragile and how the 
aging process leads to vulnerability. Currently, I am exploring this idea 
through nature using organic leaves as a metaphor for the figurative 
form.  As life goes by, this transformation takes place as nature has a 
way of taking charge of our lives. I find that using fabrics, photographs, 
fabric patterns and found and organic objects in the form of drawings, 
paintings, colleges, silkscreen and printmaking helps me to express 
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